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Step 45-46 – Attaching Floor 2 to Thin Panel  

 

44) Move both zipperpulls toward center of unit & place it LSD. Now align 
& sandwich end edges of unit between RS’s of Floor 2’s(#20) in contrast 
& lining. Stitch a full 1/4” from edges. Reinforce stitching. 

As a foreword – steps 45-46 are more difficult to represent visually (whether that be 
graphically or photographically )than steps 40-42. These steps are really not very hard, 
but they are difficult to picture for you, so I hope this little pdf  is of  help to you.  :) 
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45) Now sandwich end edges on opposite end of unit be-
tween RS’s of Floor 2’s (#20)in contrast & lining. Stitch a 
full 1/4” from edges, ďƵƚ�ĮƌƐƚ�s�Z/&z�ƚŚĂƚ�ďŽƚŚ�ǌŝƉƉĞƌƉƵůůƐ�ĂƌĞ�
ŵŽǀĞĚ�ƚŽ�ŵŝĚĚůĞ�ŽĨ�WĂŶĞů�ƵŶŝƚ͘ Reinforce stitching.�Trim zipper 
ends even w/fabric edges then flip unit RSO. Press all 
seams & Floors away from Panel unit. Topstitch close to 
seams. Trim zipper ends even w/fabric edges then flip unit 
RSO. Press all seams & Floors away from Panel unit. Top-
stitch close to seams 

I find that this procedure is MUCH easier to accomplish when done 
as pictured above, by 1st attaching & stitching the Floor in contrast 
in place, (as shown above) then by attaching the Floor in lining in 
place. (shown two different ways below). Please note that the    
picture at right (below) features this step done in two different 
types of  fabric, but its STILL the sample step. I just wanted to show 
you that it could be done either way, both effectively. 

46) Align long outside lining & contrast edges 
on both sides of unit. Stitch them in place a 
scant 1/4” from edges around entire circum-
ference on BOTH sides of unit, including the 
zipper tape area*.  

*Please Note: I did NOT stay stitch along the 
edge of my zipper, because I used a woven 
zipper. You cannot at DQ\WLPH clip into the 
edge of a woven zipper because it will unravel, 
maybe not right away, but eventually.  

Obviously woven zippers CAN be used in this 
situation because they’re a little stretchy, but 
PLEASE do NOT compromise the edging of a 
woven zipper.   


